
 

 

After discussing their options to obtain information about Exalted and their history, the group 

encounters yet another stranger. 

Footsteps interrupted their conversation, echoing down the staircase and reverberating off 

the tunnel walls. Who’s next? thought Rey as she immediately came to attention and worked her 

way up out of the streambed and onto the bank. The others followed her, watching the staircase 

intently, their small party illuminated by the glow of Rey’s and Valeria’s anima. Ember hung 

behind, allowing the three Exalted to confront the interloper. 

The ponderous footsteps halted as an old woman carrying a leather satchel at her side and 

dressed in laborer’s clothing came into range of their light. Her hair streaked with white and her 

face lined with the many decades of her life, she didn’t seem surprised to see the mismatched 

group of strangers. She also didn’t seem at all intimidated by their arms or armor. 

“What is going on here?” demanded her slow, reedy voice. “Who turned off the water?” 

“I’m not sure,” Valeria said, slowly, rather confused. “We were down here, and it just 

started—” 

“Why are you down here? Hm? With your…glowing?” Her knobby but strong fingers 

swirled in the air, gesturing toward Rey and Valeria. 

“We were curious where this went—” Valeria tried again. 

“Your curiosity is a pain in my ass,” the woman told them, walking toward them, rocking 

side to side slightly, unhindered by her somewhat shambling gait. 

“I’m sorry about that.” Valeria shook her head. “But we didn’t stop the water.” 

“The center of the city isn’t getting its water anymore. And that’s my problem.” She 

tapped herself authoritatively on the chest. 

“We’re sorry about that. How can we help?” Valeria asked quickly, before the old 

woman could interrupt her again. 

“Take your golden…pulsing…garbage out of here while I fix it.” 

Before she could even hear Valeria’s “Sorry,” the old woman headed upstream. 

Apparently the city’s lack of water was of more concern than two armored Exalted glowing with 

the light of their flaring anima. 

“We were told that no one actually made use of this river,” Valeria called to the woman 

retreating through the shadows of the tunnel. 

“People tell you things?” The woman turned back, a barely tolerant scowl on her lined 

face. 

“They do,” Valeria said. 

“I see. What’s your name?” 

“Valeria.” 

“Valeria, come here, come here.” The woman turned and shuffled back toward them, 

pulling a hammer out of her satchel. “Do you know what this is, Valeria?” 



 

“It looks like a hammer.” 

“What is it called?” 

“A hammer,” Valeria answered simply, ignoring Rey’s stifled snort. 

“Who told you it was a hammer? Where did you learn that fact?” the old woman queried. 

“Something as a child. Can’t say who.” 

“Can’t say who. Okay.” The woman nodded. “Well, what’s this?” She pulled a wrench 

out of the satchel with her other hand. 

“A…wrench?” Valeria seemed unsure of where this questioning was going. 

“Okay. How do you know it’s a wrench?” 

“Again, I’ve been told.” 

The woman shook the wrench in Valeria’s direction. “Now what if I told you this isn’t a 

wrench. That it’s actually a fleeb.” 

“Then I’d be curious what makes it a fleeb.” 

“I see.” The woman nodded. “Well, the difference between whoever told you that that’s a 

wrench and me telling you it’s a fleeb is that I’m older, smarter, and more attractive, and I’m 

telling you that this river passes under the city and provides water for the central part of town. 

Now, are you going to believe an idiot, or are you going to believe me?” 

Rey widened her smiling eyes and looked at Jorek, who could only nod and hope the 

woman wasn’t crazy enough to poke their Zenith Caste with the wrench. He stepped between 

them. “I don’t think there’s cause for any rudeness or any aggression.” 

“I was just curious,” Valeria said. 

“I was also very curious,” he reassured her, “but maybe we should let her get back—” 

“Did someone tell you that you were allowed to interrupt an old woman speaking because 

you’re attractive?” She looked him up and down. “No. Because you aren’t. Feh.”  

Rey’s laughter finally escaped her control and danced down the tunnel. Valeria 

suppressed a smile while Jorek frowned and looked down at his immaculate clothes. 

The woman shook her head, dismissing them, and continued up the river, waving the 

hammer and wrench like walking sticks. 

“Let us know if we can lend a hand—” Valeria called after her, her smile at Jorek’s 

expense still firmly in place despite her own dressing down. 

“Get out of my river!” 

Valeria hung her head, this time both Rey and Jorek’s laughter surrounding her. Even 

Ember’s single low chuckle sounded from behind them. Valeria’s own smile graced her lips as 

she considered the undaunted woman. To some people perhaps the Exalted weren’t monsters so 

much as nuisances. 

“I…suppose we should leave the river,” Jorek said. 

“I like her,” Rey said at the same time. 

“We’re not in the river right now; we’re on the side of it.” Valeria’s voice lowered so she 

didn’t chance the woman’s ire again. “She can be grumpy with us, but we should wait until 

Rey’s no longer so obvious.” 

A horrific screeching echoed down the tunnel from the direction that the old woman had 

gone. They heard her gasping and straining, presumably turning some mechanism that controlled 

the flow of water. 

“Wait, guys, if she’s starting up the water again, that means this...” Rey gestured toward 

the exposed grave at the bottom of the streambed. 

All that remained of the corpse was ash. “I’ve done all I could,” Valeria said. 



 

A tremendous rumble erupted from the tunnel ahead of them, and the errant river 

returned to its course all at once, the flood blasting through and spraying them in its frenzy. 

Polluted with grime and silt from its prison, the river ran black, and then gray, and then finally 

clear once again. Valeria stood at the edge of the river and watched, despite the spray, hoping the 

old woman hadn’t gotten caught in the torrent and washed away. 

A moment later, she could see the old woman hobbling back, rubbing her substantial 

biceps, and Valeria released a sigh. “Interesting, I suppose there’s a valve at the top of the 

tunnel,” Valeria said. 

“I suppose there would have to be. That’s how emergency shutoffs work,” Jorek said. His 

time with the Guild gave him only a rudimentary understanding of the city’s infrastructure. 

“There’s all sorts of things about Nexus you don’t know, but that’s alright because you’re 

young and stupid,” the old woman said as she rejoined them. Her roughened hands were gray 

with dirt and oil, and she wiped them on her short leather apron, ignoring them. 

“Have we met?” Jorek asked. The woman seemed pretty sure of her pronouncement. 

She looked up sharply, eyeing him. “Come here, boy.” She grabbed his hands and 

examined them, flipping them over and examining them critically. His hands were pale and 

smooth against her roughened skin. “You’ve worked like three days in your life, tops.” She 

threw his hands down, dismissively. “And the rest of the time you’ve been profiting off the backs 

of people like me. Well, I understand; we need leaders. And we need pretty boys. Which one are 

you?” 

Rey gasped and gazed in awe at the old laborer. She’d found her new role model. Even 

the woes of an Exalted didn’t seem to be all that important compared to the judgment of this 

paragon of womanhood. 

“He’d like to be both, I’m sure,” came Valeria’s easy answer. 

“My name is Klem,” the woman pronounced, “and it’s my job to maintain the aqueducts 

that are underneath the city.” 

“You’re doing a damn fine job, Klem,” Jorek said dutifully. 

Klem lifted her nose, only slightly mollified. “I know. Now. Prove to me it wasn’t one of 

you twits who turned off the water.” 

“Well, I haven’t worked a day in my life,” announced Jorek. 

“You said we were idiots, so—” Rey started. 

“That’s true, you wouldn’t even have the strength to work the wrench, let alone use it. 

You would, though.” She pointed at Rey. “Come here.” 

Jorek seemed more than happy to relinquish the spotlight and stepped back to let Rey 

face Klem. “You said we were dumb, so how could we figure out how to do it—” 

“Shut up and get over here!” 

Jorek hid his face in his hands. That was not the way to talk to Rey. But Rey seemed 

enchanted by the old woman and her bossiness. The fighter obligingly presented herself to Klem, 

who put her fingers on the tip of Rey’s nose and tilted the young woman’s head left and right, 

peering at it. “You’re a fighter. You fought in the pits. Right? You smell like dust and sweat.” 

“Yep.” 

“And blood.” 

“Mm-hm.” 

“And tears. You could have turned the water off,” Klem told her. 

“I didn’t have time,” Rey taunted. 

“You think you’re clever, and I appreciate that.” 



 

“I know I’m not clever.” 

“But you are sassy.” 

Rey grinned her biggest grin. “Yes.” 

“Hands. Let me see the hands. They’re glowing. I don’t like the fact that they’re glowing. 

Turn that off.” 

“Can’t.” 

“Is that a can’t because you can’t or because you won’t?” 

“I can’t turn off the glowing, and I didn’t turn off the water, so…” 

“Well…meh…” She grimaced at Rey and turned to Valeria. “Now what about you?” 

Valeria dutifully presented her hands. 

“Those are precise hands.” 

“I’ve done a lot of writing.” 

“They look like they’ve done work, but not the kind of work that she’s done,” Klem said 

gesturing errantly at Rey. 

“Nope. Knuckles are pretty good, not much punching.” 

“You don’t smell like sweat or tears. You smell of other things. Worse things. Viscera. 

You’re a physician. You’re a glowing physician.” 

Valeria glanced up at what she could see of the flaring circle on her forehead. “Yes—” 

“That’s weird. You have to understand that that is weird.” 

“It is.” 

“You have a circle on your forehead.” 

“It’s extremely uncommon.” 

“Have you ever tried to pop it?” Klem asked. 

Valeria suppressed a smile and said, “That’s not quite what that is.” 

“No?” 

“No.” 

“It’s not a glowing zit?” 

“No, as a physician, I would know that.” 

Klem bit her lip in speculation, not quite convinced. “Fine. I understand. You know better 

than old Klem.” 

“And you know more about rivers and aqueducts.” 

“You need to know anything about the aqueducts, I can tell you,” Klem said grudgingly. 

“You need to know anything about Nexus, I can tell you.” 

“Can you tell us how far this tunnel goes?” Rey asked. 

“Yes, but I’m going to ask for one thing in return. Just one small thing in return. Get out 

of my river! And buy me dinner.” 

“If we stay long enough to stop glowing, it will be about another half an hour,” Valeria 

calculated. “We will buy you dinner. Deal?” 

“You’re not going to spit in it, are you?” 

“Why would I want to spit in your river?” Valeria asked. 

“People do. That’s what rivers are. They’re a lot of water that moves from place to place, 

and people assume that if you put something in a river, it will be taken away from you and it’s 

someone else’s problem. I don’t want it to be someone else’s problem,” she said quietly. 

“Because that someone else is sometimes you,” Valeria agreed. 

“It’s going to be me!” 

“We’re not going to spit in your river,” Jorek assured her. 



 

“Yes, you damn well won’t. Because I’ll be watching you like a hawk for the next thirty 

minutes until you stop glowing, and you can buy me dinner. But now you’re going to have to 

buy me dessert too because I didn’t want to wait thirty minutes. It’s pathetic. You can’t even stop 

glowing when you want to.” 

Mindful of the entourage Tepet Exquisite Tide must have surely brought with her, Rey 

said, “I’m not crazy about the idea of going back out there right away.”  

“Let me do that,” Jorek offered. 

“I’ll buy you dinner,” Valeria assured her. 

“Do you know what a picnic is?” Klem queried. “We could have a river picnic if you’re 

going to be stuck down here.” 

Valeria wondered if old Klem sometimes sprouted red fur. “Have you had a river picnic 

lately?” 

“The ugly boy can go and get it.” Rey sucked in a breath, knowing Jorek did not take 

insults easily. 

“Not you,” Klem told Jorek, who looked at Ember and lifted a brow. 

“Uh, yes, I’ll— What—what would you like for dinner?” The mountain of a man 

presented himself to the old woman, seeming to diminish slightly before her. “I have money, and 

I probably won’t get killed, so—” 

Rey’s face lit with alarm. “Are you sure that’s a good idea?” 

“She’s not going to come after me alone,” Ember reassured her, “and I know how to run. 

And I can’t live my life in fear of her any longer. I just can’t.” 

Klem dispelled the heavy emotions waging between the two with her declaration. “I want 

goat. I want goat, and I want it wrapped up in something fattening. And I want it brought to me, 

and additionally I want something sweet. It could be a fruit. I don’t have a lot of fruit these days. 

I would enjoy fruit.” Jorek stifled his grin, and Klem poked him in the gut with a bony finger. 

“You look like you could use some fruit. The ladies will also have goat. They’re thin, and they 

require fattening up.” 

Commenting on her appearance and making decisions for her were where Rey drew the 

line, sassy old lady or not. “This lady will have some pork buns actually.” 

“She’ll have goat buns.” 

Rey pulled a face. Disgusting goat. 

“Whatever you feel is best, Ember,” Valeria said diplomatically. “I trust your judgment. 

I’ll have whatever’s convenient.” 

“Alright, get out of here.” Klem shooed him away. “You can leave the swords. If you 

bring swords with you, everyone’s going to think you’re something special, and you’re not, not 

down here. Down here you are simply an intruder on my river.” 

Klem had gone from sassy to insulting, to Rey’s mind. Ember was far from nothing, and 

Rey was about to tell her so. 

Ember, however, considered Klem’s words seriously. “I’ll keep my swords. I think that 

would be a wise decision for me.” 

“Fine!” The old woman threw up her hands and turned her shoulder away from him. 

Ember saw the ire and concern shining in Rey’s emerald eyes. He held out a hand to her, 

wanting to reassure her, comfort her, but he pulled back, conscious of their audience and unsure 

even of Rey’s reception. Too soon. He sighed and walked up the stairs alone. 

“If you’re not back in fifteen minutes, we’re going after you. They better be fast,” Rey 

called after him, wishing she could say more. 



 

“That’s hardly enough time to kill a goat,” Klem snapped. 

“Okay, an hour.” 

Klem pressed her lips together. “Half an hour.” 

“Half an hour.” 

Jorek shook his head. Perhaps when they taught Rey to read they could also teach her 

how to bargain. 

“Like I said, I don’t want to spend all my time down here. So, tell me.” Klem speared 

them with her gaze. “Who are you?” 

“Have you heard—” Valeria sighed and chose her words carefully, not really wanting to 

continue the myth but seeing little choice. “People lately have been referring to me as the Angel 

of Nexus.” 

“What? That doesn’t make any sense. I’ll tell you why. First of all, if people talk, I hear 

it. Because old Klem is everywhere, and I hear everything in Nexus. I know everything. And 

second, if you’d ever met my husband before, you’d understand that he’s a very amorous person 

at night after he’s been drinking, and I never give him the business. Do you know why?” 

Valeria was sure this wasn’t really a question she wanted answered, but she asked 

anyway. “Why?” 

“Because I’m the Angel. And unless I get the proper prayers, he doesn’t get to have his 

way.” 

Rey’s mouth gaped in horror. Oh no no no. 

“That’s a little joke that I tell him. He doesn’t appreciate it, but he will if he ever wants to 

get his load off. Now, who are you? Not what other people call you.” 

“I’m Valeria. The reason why we’re glowing is that we’re what you may have heard 

referred to as Anathema. But unlike what the Blessed Isle prefers to tell people, we’re not here to 

cause dismay and take over the world and indulge ourselves.” 

“You’re a lovely girl. An absolutely lovely girl,” Klem said. “Look at me. Your eyes are 

very sweet. They’ve seen a lot of pain, but they’re very sweet. However, your ears are stuffed 

with wax because you aren’t listening to what I am saying. I don’t care what other people call 

you. I don’t care what they say about you. I want to know who you are. 

“I am Valeria. I am the Chosen of the Unconquered Sun.” 

“Ah, okay.” 

“That is why I’m glowing.” 

“Fine. I understand. I get it. The Unconquered Sun makes you shine, and you can’t turn it 

off.” 

“Not when I’ve been making use of the power he has given me.” 

“Fine. I understand.” Klem turned to Rey. “Who are you?” 

“I’m Rey,” she declared firmly. This woman wasn’t going to tell her she didn’t know 

who she was. “I’m a Solar Exalted pit fighter.” 

“Now she knows how to listen, but she’s not as pretty. I understand.” 

Rey frowned. Klem could take her pretty and— 

“And what about you? Smooth talker. The one who doesn’t work a lot but who works a 

lot. Who are you?” Klem tilted her chin up at Jorek. 

“You already know everything about me. My name is Jorek. I work for the Guild.” 

“Ah yes. Weapons merchant. I’ve cleaned your toilets from the inside. It’s the river.” 

“Hm.” 



 

“Is that it? Do you have pasts, futures, wants, desires, needs, fears? Or are you defined by 

the fact that some god came down and gave you a spark that decided to ignite your life and make 

it a living hell.” 

“A living hell?” Jorek asked, surprised. Their lives were…eventful, but they weren’t 

miserable. Were they? 

Klem crossed her arms, disapproving. “I don’t know. For the past two weeks have you 

been having all that much fun? That’s when you arrived, wasn’t it? That’s when things started to 

go wrong, wasn’t it? I told you, I’m old Klem. I hear everything.” 

Jorek was starting to believe that the grumpy old woman was more than she seemed. 

“You do, don’t you?” 

Valeria knew there were more important things than fun. “We want to make the world a 

better place, and we’re starting here in Nexus.” 

Klem gave her an affronted look. “What’s wrong with Nexus?” 

“There’s unfairness,” Valeria began, walking to the river’s edge, which was now quite 

calm and almost lovely for an underground conduit. The sharp smell of minerals and water 

touched her nose. Turning back to Klem, she said, “People starve while others profit. We’d like 

to even the odds. People choose to burn down pits with three hundred people in them, and we 

attempt to save those three hundred people.” 

“Well, I suppose when your mother got pregnant and carried you around in her belly, she 

thought, ‘Oh, maybe one day my child will save three hundred lives from a warehouse in a 

burned-out, derelict district of Nexus. And once that’s finished, well, then that’s all I ever 

require. I’ll eat my child after that day.’” Klem watched Valeria, disgust evident on her face. 

“Well, if your mother hasn’t caught up with you to eat you, then it might mean you have other 

purposes in life.” 

“I do,” Valeria said, unflappable. “As I said, we’d like to make the world a better place, 

and we’re starting in Nexus.” 

“What about you, Klem?” Jorek asked the old woman, trying to turn the tables. “You 

must have children.” 

“Never.” 

“Never? Never wanted or—” 

“I’ve never had children. Why do you think I would have children?” 

“You seem like the motherly type,” he said, ignoring Rey’s smothered laughter. 

“Come here. You’re getting a kiss for that one. I appreciate it. Give me your cheek.” Old 

Klem placed both hands on his face and planted a kiss on his cheek. 

“Klem…” 

“Yes, see, he’s clever.” Klem eyed Valeria and asked Jorek, “Do you get a lot of kisses 

from women? Have you been cheating on old Klem?” 

“No, I have not,” he said, smiling. 

“I see.” 

“So what about you?” Jorek asked, careful not to turn up the charm too high. Klem didn’t 

seem the type to appreciate his smooth talking. “You must have dreams and wants… You want 

to make this aqueduct work well, keep the water flowing.” 

“You’re looking for answers.” 

“We are.” 



 

“I couldn’t help but overhear as I was walking down the stairs. You bellow. Not very 

discrete while you’re wrecking my river. But I know how to find somebody who can give you 

answers. But I’m going to ask for something in return.” 

“More goat?” Jorek offered. 

“No, the ugly one’s already gone to get the goat.” She watched Rey. “Old Klem wants to 

know who decided to screw with the river. So who did? You tell me that, and I’ll tell you how to 

find your friend. We’ll be able to tell you everything you need to know about you. Because 

clearly you don’t necessarily know anything.” 

Klem seemed to know a lot for someone who maintained aqueducts, even for a native of 

Nexus who kept her ear to the ground. He tried to read her intentions, but she seemed to be what 

she appeared: a bad-natured old woman who cared an inordinate amount about her river. 

Valeria told her, “We came down here to hide because we were glowing, and that attracts 

attention from people trying to do us harm. While we were down here, a person who we have 

met before came down right around the time that the water was stopping. That person entered 

from the stairs, and from what I saw, you stopped the water from up there.” Valeria pointed up 

the river, into the shadows. 

“Did you know that there’s every once in a while a person who claims that if they melt a 

candle and pour its wax into your ears, they can unclog them? Well, the wax in your ears is still 

built up, and I understand. You’re a pretty girl; you don’t need to listen.” 

“We don’t know for sure who turned off—” 

“Do you have a guess? A guess will do old Klem.” 

“You will never find this woman,” Jorek told Klem, “but someone that we know who is 

very beautiful and smells of death—” 

“But she didn’t come from that direction. She came from the stairs,” Valeria insisted, not 

about to blame Three Fates Shadows for something she probably didn’t do, despite their most 

recent run-in. 

“There is more one than one access to the river,” Klem said. 

“I suppose that could be true—” 

“Don’t suppose. I just told you.” 

Valeria took a deep breath. “I hadn’t thought of that.”  

“Our only guess would be the person who was down here last with us that wasn’t ‘the 

ugly one,’ ” Jorek said. 

“He’s not that ugly,” Klem admitted. “I call him that because it makes her smile.” She 

nodded at Rey. “I like her smile. It reminds me of somebody getting their ass kicked. And 

sometimes you need to see more of that around here.” 

“That is true,” Rey agreed. 

“You like him,” Klem said. 

Rey looked at Klem a moment and thought about her answer. 

“Don’t tell me it’s complicated,” Klem said. “Every relationship is complicated. My 

husband begs for handjobs, and I’m not necessarily sure that I’m going to give them to him. 

That’s complicated.” 

Rey let out the laughter, unable to suppress it. Complicated…that’s not quite the word for 

it.  

“Three Fates Shadow,” Jorek pronounced carefully. 

“Ahh. And you say she’s attractive.” 



 

“Strikingly so, and in a very peculiar way,” Valeria said. “A little too pale. Lips a little 

too red. A kind of odd coloration, but somehow it all works together quite nicely.” 

“Alright.”  Klem walked to the river’s edge and sat herself down along the bank. Her 

hand gently parted the waters, swirling through its cool, clear surface. The water seemed to calm 

her, and she breathed in the damp air slowly, deeply. Jorek watched her carefully but sensed only 

the power of a confident, knowledgeable woman. 

“Alright. You know, it’s not very easy finding people,” Klem said quietly. “It’s difficult, 

right? It’s very difficult. When I want to try to find my husband, sometimes I just go out into the 

streets, and I shout his name, and eventually I piss someone off so much that they go and find my 

husband for me, and they kick him into my house. He’s usually drunk. But they get angry at me 

at the same time, but old Klem doesn’t care. Who you are looking for, though, is very difficult to 

find. Very interestingly, people don’t seem to remember her, but I know where she is.” 

“Do you,” Valeria said. 

“Yes. Because water flows, and old Klem knows.” 

“Do you know about our house?” Valeria asked. “It’s connected to the water as well, 

outside of town.” 

“Whose house? What are you talking about?” Klem asked impatiently. “I’m here about 

Nexus.” 

“Just curious,” Valeria said offhandedly. It was best if people around town didn’t know 

where they lived. 

“You’re holding a pretty knife with a really long…stick.” Klem nodded at the orichalcum 

weapon Valeria still held. 

“It’s a spear. Hammer, wrench, spear,” Valeria noted. 

“Or do you have another name for that too?” Jorek asked. 

“Tell me about your spear,” Klem said, ignoring him, and climbing slowly back to her 

feet. 

“I recently acquired it,” Valeria said. 

“How recently did you acquire that spear?” 

“Quite recently. It belonged to a…family member.” Valeria supposed in a way those 

souls in her Circle, whether past or present, were her family. 

“Ah, a family member. Recently like two weeks ago when the troubles started for you?” 

“More recently. It was sent along to us to help with the troubles—” 

“How recently is more recently?” 

“Today.” 

“Today?” 

“You ask a lot of questions, old Klem,” Jorek said with a smile. 

“When today did you find this spear?” She refused to dignify him with a response. 

“Just now,” Valeria replied. 

“Just now. I see.” 

“And it’s mine.” Valeria grasped the spear in her fist. 

Klem looked the beautifully designed weapon up and down. “May I see it if I promise to 

give it back to you?” 

“Yes, you may.” 

Valeria handed over the spear, hefting its considerable weight carefully so she didn’t 

accidentally hurt the woman. Klem lifted it, her well-muscled arms straining under its weight. 



 

She examined the leaf-shaped tip closely and wisely kept her fingers and other body parts away 

from its honed edge. 

“You want to stick this inside someone?” Klem asked Valeria. 

Valeria tried to speak, ignoring Jorek’s and Rey’s giggles, but Klem continued, oblivious. 

“My husband tells me that all the time, but I don’t necessarily think that he’s being 

serious. He’s very devoted to me, and even though he has a wandering eye, he wouldn’t give up 

on old Klem.” 

Valeria smiled sweetly at her. “That sounds nice, that form of companionship.” 

“Well, we are talking about fucking. And fucking can be quite nice.” 

Valeria closed her eyes. How did I know it would go there… 

“Are we?” Jorek asked. Rey pinched the bridge of her nose. 

“Anyway, as soon as I’ve had my dessert, I’ll tell you where to find your friend, and we 

can go on.” Klem returned the heavy spear to Valeria, who again handled it careful and then 

safely tucked it within the crook of her arm. 

“Excellent,” Valeria said. 

“You had said something about knowing how far this tunnel goes,” Rey said. “If we 

wanted to get out of the city, without going aboveground—“ 

“Well, eventually this river does kick out to the River. I suppose you could swim,” Klem 

said, frowning and looking at the slowly moving water next to them. 

“Most of us are pretty good at that.” Rey eyed Jorek wryly. 

Klem moved in front of the river, as if guarding it. “Except then you’d be dirtying my 

river.” 

“That’s fair,” Valeria said. 

“The tunnel will stretch along toward the edge of the city,” Klem said, “but I should point 

out that people do know that the river heads there, and people may be watching that area. At 

night it might be easier to get out of there. That makes sense.” 

“What time is it?” Rey asked Jorek 

The Eclipse Caste thought a moment. “Late afternoon.” 

“Now, tell me,” Klem said. “Are you special?” 

Valeria considered. “In some ways. In what way do you mean?” 

“Well, you’re glowing for one thing. Most people I know don’t glow.” 

“We’re special in that we can glow,” Valeria admitted. 

“Oh. And you, you are definitely special.” She gestured at Jorek. “That’s what you’re 

telling me. Are you going to burn Nexus to the ground?” 

“No.” 

“Are you going to take it by its neck and throttle it until it does what you want?” 

“No.” 

“Are you going to abandon it?” 

“I hope not.” 

A brief vulnerability shaded the old woman’s eyes and then was gone. “You’d be doing 

old Klem a favor if you didn’t. I’d understand if you had to leave for a time, but this place isn’t 

what it used to be.” 

“How long have you lived here, Klem?” Jorek asked her. 

“Longer than you. It’s not polite to ask an old woman her age. I can ask because both of 

these ladies are younger than I am and probably more in their prime. Although I do give my 

husband a good roundabout now and again when I’m feeling generous.” 



 

Rey shook her head and breathed deeply, afraid of what was going to come out of Klem’s 

mouth next. 

“Your husband sounds like a very lucky man,” Jorek assured Klem. “Maybe we should 

all go out for dinner sometime.” 

“Now you’re just being polite,” Klem said archly. “You hate me right now because I 

confuse you. I’m looking at people who glow, and I don’t give a shit, and that bothers you 

because you like being special. I understand.” She crouched slightly as if speaking to a child. “I 

like being special too.” 

“Exactly.” 

Klem looked around, looking for a supper that hadn’t appeared yet. “I really hope that it’s 

fresh goat.” 

“I’m sure Ember will do his best,” Valeria said. 

“I don’t even know if I’m going to eat it with you. I might take it home. Split half of it 

with my husband. He deserves a nice meal now and again.” 

“Absolutely.” 

“Where does he work?”Jorek asked, making conversation and wondering where Ember 

was. 

Klem looked down and said quietly, “I haven’t seen him in some time.” 

“I’m sorry to hear that. Did he go away?” asked Jorek. 

For once Klem didn’t seem to have anything to say. 

Jorek sensed that is was something Klem wasn’t ready to talk about, or even think about 

too much. “Well, you’re doing a bang-up job with these aqueducts.” 

Klem came back to life. “Absolutely. You see, everybody needs water.” 

“Yes, they do.” 

Footsteps echoed through the tunnel, this time measured and certain. Jorek checked his 

bow just in case they got yet a third unexpected visitor.  

Ember appeared at the entrance, various paper-wrapped parcels in his large hands. “I did 

what I could. I found goat, and I had somebody fry something around it.” He handed Klem a 

smaller parcel. “The only fruit that I could find was candied, but I supposed that might do. I did 

find buns as well. There are more of those. They’re easier to find. I did what I could.” He seemed 

rather uncertain, unused to running errands for others. 

“Thank you, Ember. You did well,” Valeria told him. 

Rey grabbed a random parcel and unwrapped a sandwich. She glanced at Ember. “They 

are pretty nice buns.” She took a huge bite and smiled at him, her mouth carefully closed. 

Klem looked from Rey to Ember narrowly. “It’s alright,” she told him. “Girls aren’t 

actually cleverer than boys. They just know they can get away with it.” 

“Would you like to eat with us?” Jorek asked her. 

“No.” 

“Honest, I like that.” 

Klem nodded. “Who you’re looking for can be found. Go outside of town. Do you 

remember where you once met a fox?” 

The three Exalted looked at each other and wondered how Klem knew about the fox. 

They certainly hadn’t told anyone, but the fox herself could certainly have told tales. 

“She’s close by there, waiting, and she’ll be able to give you the answers that you seek, 

maybe, if you’re polite to her. Or if you like doing things for her, or maybe if you simply ask 

nicely.” 



 

Valeria smiled at the old woman. “Thanks, Klem.” 

“Now, I only have one small thing to ask of you,” Klem said, tucking the candied fruit in 

her satchel. “It’s a very tiny thing. I understand that it’s an unreasonable thing for me to ask, but 

I would like to if I could. Old Klem just needing one more favor.” 

Jorek had a feeling he knew where this was going. “What is it, old Klem?” 

“Are you sure? It’s very small, and I don’t want to be a bother for such wonderful 

people.” 

“We’ll show ourselves out.” 

“It would be appreciated. Do you know why?” 

“Why?” 

“Because this is my river and not yours, and you should get out.” 

“Yes, ma’am,” Valeria said. 

“Can we go this way?” Rey asked, pointing down the river. 

“I don’t care,” Klem snapped. “Do I look like I care? I just want you gone.” 

“You really don’t look like you care.” Rey took another big bite of food. 

“Now she’s catching on. Get out. Thank you for the food.” 

Klem grabbed a bundle of food from Ember, perhaps two, and patted him on the cheek, 

stretching up to reach him. “She’s cute,” Klem said, nodding over at Rey. Klem ruined it by 

tilting her hand from side to side. She made her way to the staircase and left them. 

Jorek felt like he had just been through an inspection. He felt the need to bow, genuflect? 

Authority—and hauteur—weren’t restricted to the wealthy. 

Valeria looked where the old woman had gone and then faced her friends. “Let’s see 

what’s down this tunnel and take the next exit. We don’t want to get too lost.” 

“Let’s get out of the river.” 

“I think it would be good to know where this leads,” Valeria said. “It would be good to 

have a few hiding spots in the city when we inevitably get into trouble.” 

“We can’t go back out there like this.” Rey tapped her forehead, which took the 

opportunity to stop glowing. One problem solved. 

The four made short work of their meal, Rey taking another goat bun, and rested without 

speaking. After the eventful few days they had had, just sitting and not worrying was a welcome 

respite. Even grumpy old Klem had lightened their mood and their burden and given them some 

perspective. Klem wouldn’t let them feel sorry for themselves, and neither would they. 

Just as surely as they would never forget to get out of her river! 
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